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WHAT
this summer

TO EXPECT

60-Day Glow Up Challenge

Bible Reading Plan

Prayer Journal Plan

How to Create good Boundaries

Health Plan

Fearless Plan

Habit Tracker

Morning Messages (Mondays)

Live q&a (Wednesdays)

Fearless Vlog (Fridays)

Monthly Bible Study (Saturday)

2-minute Audio Messages (Daily)



W H E R E  I T  S T A R T E D
Four Years Ago I launched the Summer
series and it helped change so many
lives. 
Each summer my goal is to challenge
you to embark on a Glow Up in your
own life. From Bible Study Challenges
to weekly inspirational messages,
including live Q&As to assist you on
your journey. 
You have all the tools you need to
have a powerful Glow Up this summer.
Use this guide as a place to come back
to week after week to push you into
your Glow Up!

Click to Listen to
Audio Messages for
daily Inspiration

Morgan Tracy J.
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For the next 60-DAYS, I want to challenge you to have a Glow
Up in Your life! Not just lose the 10 pounds or buy the new
car, but to actually have a transformation inside and out. 
Have you felt depleted, visionless, or lost your momentum for
God? No worries, this 60-day challenge will push you beyond
where you have been thus far. 

TAKE ON THE CHALLENGE
In the next 60-days, you will focus on 3 things of your choice
to see a Glow up in your life. This is up to you, and in this
guide, we give you tips along the way to help you determine
what needs a transformation in your life. 
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60-DAY GLOW UP
Challenge



STAYING

A true Glow Up starts with always
staying connected to God with The
Word of God. 
If you believe that the Word of God is
powerful and is life-changing then this
section you don't want to skip by. 
I personally read the book of Proverbs
for years and it allowed her to grow in
wisdom and love of God. Just one book
in the Bible did that, now how much
more can the other books change your
life. 
This summer embark on the Bible
Reading Plan to stay connected to God
and live in His Love.

Find a place to chill with God. If devotion is hard,
take the barriers off of God and just meet Him in a
place that is peaceful to you!

TO GOD
connected

God wants your heart not just
your perfect devotional time!
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8 Weeks

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

Week 4

Notes:

The Book of  Esther
Chapter 1- 10
Orphan to Purpose

The Book of John
Chapter 4
 Woman at the Well

 The Book of Mark
Chapter 5
 Woman with Issue
of Blood & Little Girl

 Genesis
Chapter 37-50
 The story of Joseph

Week 5

 The Book of John
Chapter 8
 Adulterous Woman

Pray over your
study
Remember the Holy
Spirit is your
Teacher

Bible Reading PlanBible Reading Plan

Week 6

The Book of Hosea
Chapter 1-14
 Gods Loyalty to Us

Week 7

 The Book of 1
Samual
Chapter 17-20
Lord with Us

Week 8

The Book of Luke
Chapter 1-24
 Jesus Life &
Teachings
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I gained
I gained
I gained

DAILY BIBLE STUDY

from scripture
from scripture
from scripture

Go to a solitary place and begin to read your daily study. Use these
questions to help you reflect on your study. Keep your notes together for
each week to draw from when you are in need of a word from God.

Why did this scripture stand
out to you?

Which Scripture stood out to
you the most?

What are 3 Things you gained from this study

How does this
apply to your life?

In your own words what did
this mean to you?

reflection

NOTES:
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Prayer Journaling is just like regular
journaling, but instead, you are writing
to God. Many have been healed from
trauma, emotional baggage, and fear
with journaling. 
How to start a prayer journal is to buy a
notebook or a little journal book from any
store. Next, each day comes to the journal
when you feel led. Title your journal entry
with whatever is on your heart or use the
prayer prompts to guide you. Write whatever
comes to mind when using the prayer
prompts. Write about anything that has
been on your mind. As well as any stressors.
Did someone speak to you condescendingly?
Did your feelings get hurt? Did you feel fear
when speaking out loud? Talk to God about
it. He cares and the more you open up to God
the more we see the scripture come to life.
God is our comforter and teacher and with
Journaling, you will find comfort in life's
challenges and lessons to help you along the
way. 

How to Start a
prayer journal
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prompt
Prayer Journal 

Day 1-8

The Beauty I saw Today

Jesus, I want you to know

Things are turning around
for me
I felt abandoned by....

Dear Mama

Dear Daddy

Dear (lost loved one)

Free Entry

Getting My Fire Back

My Biggest Dream is 

My Biggest struggle is

A Love Letter to Me

What is stressing me out

What is holding me back

Why I downplay my gifts

The voice I hear the most is..

To my younger self

To me Today

To My Future Self

My Dream Life

Free Entry

I am excited about

Finding Peace Again

Finding Joy Again

My Biggest fears are

Jesus, I feel like...

I have hope that..

The scripture that helped me

Free Entry

Relinquishing Control

I have permission to be
great
My dream feels ___ 

Day 9-16

Day 17-23 Day 18-31
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prompt
Prayer Journal 

Day 32-39

What Glow Up Feels like

Things that make me happy

Affirm Myself in God

Feeling Loved by God

Knowing my Value

Not Accepting Less

My Boundaries currently are

Doing something just for me

I am feeling ____ Today

The sermon that has helped is

The scripture that challenges
me is
The area I need more faith in
The area I must trust God in

The thing I fear and the thing I
must do
How I can  be more like Jesus
Do I Love God

God accepts Me

God sees me as beautiful

God loves my hair

My shape is beautiful to God

My dreams are precious to
God
My  desires are aligned with
God
Finding Joy in this moment

Creating Peace in the noise

What does your life say
about your walk with God
Biggest lesson I learned in
tthe Glow Up
Biggest struggle I faced in
the Glow up

My Full experience of the
Glow Up was

Day 40-48

Day 49-56 Day 57-60
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N O T E S  S P A C E
A  D E D I C A T E D
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TAKE
youCARE OF

Create a Boundary for Your Self-Care1.

2. Express the Boundary

3. Reinforce the Boundary

I know we are all busy women,
from the college student working
a summer job, or the busy young
woman just trying to get the
laundry done, or the working
mama. We all have our
responsibilities, but this summer
make it a priority to take care of
you. The more time you make just
for you will allow your cup to run
over. You will be able to give more
to your children, husband, family,
friends, and your dreams. 
How do you take time for
yourself? BOUNDARIES. 

Boundaries are a great way to take
time for you. A boundary is a border
that marks the limit of an area.
When we don't have boundaries, we
push ourselves outside of our limits,
and most times the other person is
happy, but we are depleted and riding
on fumes. Start with these 3 things:
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What boundaries do you need to make to have more time to truly take care of
yourself? Do you need to say "no" more to extra activities? Do you need to have
1 hour every day away from your children? Do you need to put your dreams
first? 

Boundaries Worksheet:

Explain how you can express these boundaries to others that may try to push
your boundary. Also, explain ways you can be reminded each day of this
boundary to keep. 

How do you plan to reinforce the boundary even when someone doesn't like
the boundary or continues to push your boundaries? How do you plan to keep
your boundaries active?
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Recommendations
BODY & SELF-CARE 

Remember: The more your cup is full, the more you can pour
into others. Keep yourself a priority and take care of yourself,
no one else will take care of you, like you!

Eat Something
that makes you
feel good. Try a
Smoothie, fruit,
or your fav
snack.

Build a Skin-
care Routine
and do it day &
night

Pamper yourself
once a week.
With a face
mask, a nap or
time alone.

Challenge
yourself to drink
more water
everyday!
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Moving your body doesn't have to mean a workout, but some
form of movement that gets your heart rating going. I realized
when I shifted my mind from working out daily to just moving
my body daily, I felt more in flow with my health.  You can
incorporate movement into your daily life.

 YOUR BODY 

Benefits of Moving Your Body Daily:

Sharper memory and thinking. 
Weight loss and maintenance. 
More energy.
Better sleep.
Healthy muscles and bones.
Pain reduction.
Better mood.

For the next 60-days make it a goal to move your body
daily. With every movement, you are strengthening your
heart and body and adding health to your life.
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How Do I Plan to Move My Body for the next 60-
days? (walking, treadmill, jog, zumba, etc.)

When Do I plan to move my body? (days of the
week and time)

HEALTH PLAN

How Do I desire to feel and look at the end of the
60-days? (goals)
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MOVE YOUR BODY
 PLANNER

S    M    T    W    T    F    S

AFTER

Weight: BMI:

Body Fat: Muscle:

Chest:

Hips:

NAME:

NOTES

Type:

BEFORE

Weight: BMI:

Body Fat: Muscle:

Arm: Chest:

Waist: Hips:

Arm:

Waist:

Type:

Type:

Type: Calories Burned:

Type: Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

DATE:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Calories Burned:

Type:

Type:

Type:

Type:

Type:

Type:

Type:

Type:

Type:

Type:

Type:
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Daily

DO   THING THAT
SCARES YOU

To be Fearless you must face your fears, but that doesn't
have to mean jumping out of a plane, but showing up for your
purpose. Go live to talk about your newest product. Share a
photo of the new series you are starting. Launch the YouTube
channel and show up regardless of the fear you feel. 
Doing one thing a day that scares you will look different for
each of us. Like having a tough conversation, going to the
gym, vlogging in public, or saying "no". Each day, choose to do
the hard thing and watch how you will start becoming
fearless.

1
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SIXTY DAY CHALLENGE
Each day write down something you did that day when you faced your fears!
(Example: worked out, promoted business, wrote my first blog post, recorded for
podcast, etc.) 

1
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20
 

2 1
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23
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25
 

2 6
 

27
 

28
 

29
 

30



SIXTY DAY CHALLENGE
For your final Month decide to push yourself! Focus on your Top 3 focuses and make sure
each day you are taking steps towards them. 

31
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5 1
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55
 

5 6
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60
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Jot down 3 areas you plan to focus on for the summer!

STEP 1

Pick your 3 Focuses

NEXT 60-DAYS

STEP 2

STEP 3

Face Your Fears

Embark on the 60-day glow up challenge

Figure out now what your biggest fears are and address
them so they will not be stumbling blocks on your journey

to a Glow Up!

Track the Habits you need to build to keep you going
strong for the next 60-days.
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Before we can glow up, we must acknowledge our stumbling blocks, and
many times fear is underlining. Before you take off, acknowledge your top
fears and give them to God. Doing this will assist you with being less
likely to fall off the glow up journey.

My Top 5 Fears My Top 3 Priorities this
Summer

How will these
habits benefit me?

What Habits Do I Need to
Start?

FACE YOUR FEARS 
reflection

Address Each Fear: Why am I afraid of this?

Pray About Each Fear: Lord, I know that you did not give me the
spirit of fear. So I, give you this fear and trust it in your hands.

Overcome Fear: Decide that you will take daily small steps in faith to
overcome your fear. (Ex. Afraid to go to the gym, find workouts to
start doing from home. Afraid to start the business, research, and get
better)

Facing My Fears:
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HABIT

GOAL

DONE

REWORD

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

HABIT

GOAL

DONE

REWORD

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

HABIT

GOAL

DONE

REWORD

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

HABIT TRACKER
Implement 3 habits for the next month to help you stay focused on your
goals this summer. Try to make these things a habit to help your life.

Month 1
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HABIT

GOAL

DONE

REWORD

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

HABIT

GOAL

DONE

REWORD

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

HABIT

GOAL

DONE

REWORD

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

HABIT TRACKER
Continue to stay focused on your habits and if you fell off, no worries go
hard this month for your habits and you will still reap great results.

Month 2
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What are your 3 focuses and why?

What do you plan to gain and how do you plan to feel

during and after these next 60-days?

Reflection Page
Before You Start
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What have I achieved and done good this
Month?

What have been the biggest lessons I've learned
this Month?

MONTHLY REVIEW

What could I do differently next Month to be
better?

How is my relationship with God and myself at
this moment in time?

Month 1
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What have I achieved and done good this
Month?

What have been the biggest lessons I've learned
this Month?

MONTHLY REVIEW

What could I do differently next Month to be
better?

How is my relationship with God and myself at
this moment in time?

Month 2
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www.hisdaughterscloset.com

GET SAVED NOW!

R
E
S
O

UR
CES

GROW YOURGROW YOUR
FAITHFAITH  

GET SAVED OR REDEDICATE YOUR
LIFE TO GOD TODAY! THE BEST GLOW

UP IS WHEN YOU TRUST THE LORD
WITH YOUR WHOLE HEART.

https://www.hisdaughterscloset.com/seek
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